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Executive Summary

During FY 86 the Plasma Radiation Branch at NRL has focused its

resources on several critical problems concerning the design of Z pinches

and the fundamental physical processes governing the evolution of their

implosions and radiative output. Our 1986 Advanced Concepts Theory Annual

Report consists of five self-contained sections, each reporting substantial

progress on significant design innovations or Z pinch physics.

The first two of these sections report progress on atomic/hydrodynamic

modeling of copper and krypton implosions. Achieving substantial K shell

emission with either or both of these high atomic number elements would

represent a quantum leap in DNA's simulation capability. The K shell lines

in these elements range in energy from 8 to 15 keV. Section A reports on

the development of a detailed K shell atomic model for copper ions and the

benchmarking of the spectra generated by this theoretical model against

published experimental spectra. The temperature-density diagnostics

available from the copper K shell spectrum have been identified and in

FY 87 will be applied to the copper wire experiments conducted on BLACKJACK

5 at Maxwell Laboratories, Inc.

Section B explores a concept which has appeared frequently in the open

Soviet literature and is considered by many Soviet scientists to be an

established fact - enhanced compressions of high atomic number plasmas

driven by radiative cooling. The idea is that very high densities and

hence radiative yields are obtainable by seeding a principal radiating

element (krypton gas puff, in our case) with a very effective high atomic

number "coolant" (we have chosen tungsten). As the tungsten coolant

radiates, the temperature and pressure of the plasma initially remain lower

than would be the case with a pure krypton plasma. This permits a greater

degree of compression to be achieved, and, ultimately, increases the

radiative yield which scales as the square of the density. As the results

of Section B demonstrate, the concept appears to be promising and we

strongly recommend that DNA invest in additional modeling (in particular

improvement of our high Z atomic data base) and some preliminary

experiments both with and without high Z coolants included to provide a

laboratory test of this yield-enhancing design.
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Section C presents detailed one-dimensional self-consistent radiative-

hydrodynamic modeling of argon implosions on Gamble-II. It is well known

that as the mass injected into a gas puff pinch is increased, the radiative

yield at first increases, but reaches a maximum and then falls

substantially at high mass loads. The analysis of this section identifies

and explains the physics trabeoffs which result in this phenomenon. Even

though more kinetic energy can be stored in a lighter mass, there may not

be enough radiating ions present to effectively convert this energy.

Conversely, at high mass, the smaller kinetic energy which can be imparted

,P to a heavy load prevents high yields from being achieved. When the fields

N are coupled to the plasma near the time of peak current, full two-

dimensional code analysis is required to simulate the formation of the

various "hot spots" arising from plasma instabilities. Nevertheless, the

1-D simulations have successfully predicted within experimental limits the

mass loading point at which Gamble=II's radiation yields maximize.

One of the most important deleterious effects limiting the peak power

achievable by Z pinch implosions is known as "zippering" - the non uniform

pinch assembly along the Z axis which spreads the radiation pulse in

time. Frequently the total K-shell pulse is nearly an order of magnitude

longer than would be the case if the entire length of plasma assembled

simultaneously. Section D presents results from hydrodynamic modeling of

various nozzle designs intended to counteract the zippering effect by

tilting the nozzle to spray the cold gas inward. Results show that certain

nozzle designs can result in the simultaneous assembly of a length of 2 cm

in the Z direction. The next step in this investigation is the direct

simulation of radiative power pulse shapes, using anti-zippering nozzles.

The scaling of radiative yields has been observed to follow

approximately the fourth power of peak current (see, for instance, the

paper in the Appendix). This implies that a detailed knowledge of plasma

resistivity and its effect on current distribution could yield Impressive

dividends in design of machines and loads to optimize radiation. For

instance, a 20% increase in current would boost the yield by a factor of

two. Unfortunately, the theory of anomalous resistivity in plasmas is not

yet firmly established for Z pinch geometries. However, our gyrokinetic

propagation studies (Section E) are providing an increasingly firm base for

anomalous resistivity calculations in radiation source plasmas (PRS's) and
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in opening switch plasmas (VOS's). In VOS schemes, the power flow in the

tenuous magnetized regions will influence the energy transfer efficiency

opening times of the devices.

Simulations of plasma opening switches are confirming the low density,

.it electron mode of operation. Mechanisms that produce a wider current

channel have been identified. Simple electrostatic diode simuJations have

proven adequate for treatment of realistic geometries such as ring diodes

and a coordinated effort to address design details is proceeding with

Maxwell Laboratories.

Finally, the Appendix contains the final version of a paper "Effect of

Pulse Sharpening on Imploding Neon Z-Pinch Plasmas" which describes the

greater radiating efficiency of Gamble-II when equipped with a plasma

erosion opening switch. Some of this material appeared in different form

in last year's Advanced Concepts Final Report (NRL Memorandum Report

5759). The published paper is included here for convenient reference.
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In addition to the work presented here there have been a number of

reports on related activities. They include:

1. NRL Memorandum Report 5765 "Gamble-II Imploding Sodium Plasma. I

Calibration of the Heliumlike Resonance Line as a Pump So,.rce and

Detection of Fluorescence in Neon", J. Davis, J. E. Rogerson, and J. P.

Apruzese , 10 April 1986.

2. NRL Memorandum Report 5771 "Argon Puff Gas Soft X-Ray Laser", J.

Davis, J. P. Apruzese, C. Agritellis and P. Kepple, April 1986.

3. NRL Memorandum Report 5776 "Gamble-II Imploding Sodium Plasma. II.

Uniformly Filled Z-Pinch", J. Davis, J. E. Rogerson, and J. P.

Apruzese, May 1986.

4. NRL Memorandum Report 5871 "A Comparison of Radiation Transport Methods

in Axisymmetric Geometries", J. Giuliani, October 1986.

5. "Dynamics of Imploding Neon Gas-Puff Plasmas", R. W. Clark, J. Davis

and F. L. Cochran, Phys. of Fluids Vol. 29 (6) p. 1971, June 1986.

6. "X-Ray Lasing in a Na/Ne Plasma Environment", F. L. Cochran, J. Davis

and J. P. Apruzese, Journal of Applied Physics 57 p. 27, January 1985.
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ADVANCED CONCEPTS THEORY ANNUAL REPORT 1986

Section A. Copper Atomic Model and Application to hard Z-

Pinch X-Rays

It has long been considered highly desirable by DNA to

obtain a substantial yield of x-rays in the 10 keV region.

Copper's chemical and mechanical properties facilitate

target fabrication and it is, therefore, an excellent choice

of material for exploratory experiments aimed at producing

copious K-shell radiation. We have studied the ionization

to the K-shell in copper and the resulting high energy

radiation as a function of radius, density and temperature

for cylindrical geometries using a collisional radiative

equilibrium (CRE) model. A simple K-shell copper model,
1which has been benchmarked against experiment , is used to

analyze the feasibility of employing copper in Z-pinches to

produce significant amounts of K-shell radiation.

I. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Since we consider copper plasmas of only such temperatures

and densities that the K-shell dominates the ionic species,

we employ a multistate, multilevel model which includes

1 The krypton rates were downscaled to copper using a
computer code, which has since been modified so that the
atomic rates from any element can be hydrogenically
downscaled to those of any other element. This means that
rate tables (covering the K-shell region) can be
constructed fairly quickly for different elements.

This code will be a valuable tool for DNA in analyzing
the feasibility of different elements, or combination of
elements, as plasma sources for Z-pinches.

Manucript approved March II. 1987
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excited levels through principal quantum number n-5 for

lithiumlike, heliumlike, and hydrogenlike copper in addition

to all thirty ground states (neutral through fully

stripped). For lithiumlike Cu XXVII, the six excited states

included are: ls 2 2p 2P, ls 2 3s 2S, ls 2 3p 2p, ls23d 2D, n=4

doublet, and n=5 doublet. For heliumlike Cu XXVIII, there
are eight excited states: ls2s 3S, 1s2s IS, is2p 3P,

s2p 1iP, the consolidated n=3 triplet states, the

consolidated n=3 singlet states, and the consolidated n-4

and n=5 levels. Finally, for hydrogenlike Cu XXIX there are

four excited states: the n=2, 3, 4 and 5 levels, with the

sublevels treated as statistically populated.

The copper rates were obtained by hydrogenically

downscaling krypton transition rates. 1 The krypton rates

themselves, however, were not calculated hydrogenically.

For details of the krypton model, the reader may consult

Ref. 2 which describes an argon model similar to the krypton

model used here. The atomic processes populating and

depopulating the levels are: collisional ionization,

collisional and radiative recombination, collisional

excitation and deexcitation, dielectronic recombination and

spontaneous radiative decay.

The rate equations are solved in the steady-state

approximation for a homogeneous plasma of constant ion
3.

density and uniform temperature. An iterative technique is

used to obtain self-consistency between the fractional level

populations and the radiation field. To account for opacity

effects, a detailed frequency grid spanning the region of

interest (8 to 11 keV) has been formed by combining fine

grids centered on each line in the region. From 8 to 11

kev, radiation is then transported at each grid point;

outside of this region, individual lines are transported
4

probabilistically

The cylindrical geometry considered here is a 1 mm

diameter, 3 cm long cylindrical plasma whose temperature and

ion density are varied. (Note that the total number of ions

is not constant in this case.) This geometry constitutes an

approximation of Z-pinch plasmas. In the cylindrical runs,

the ion and electron densities are low enough that line

shapes can be described adequately by Voigt profiles.

- 7".' - -. 2
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II. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Yaakobi and Burek1 have published a spectrum obtained by

imploding a thin copper shell. They imploded a 0.3 pm thick

copper shell of diameter 80 pm, obtaining the time-

integrated spectrum shown in Fig. 1. There was film

saturation, so that the He a line is actually more intense

than it appears to be. We modeled the plasma conditions by

assuming that the spectrum was obtained primarily at peak

compression and that, at that time, the plasma was

homogeneous, containing a total of 5.14xi014 copper ions.

By varying the temperature and ion density (equivalent to

sphere diameter at peak compression) we obtained a best fit,

Fig. 2, for a temperature of 1.3 keV and ion density of

3.64x102 2 cm 3 (or 30 Pm diameter). Since doubly excited

levels have not been included in the atomic model, not all

of the lines that appear in the experimental spectrum show

up in Fig. 2. According to our calculations, at 4 keV, or

even at 2 keY, the hydrogenlike Ly a line at 8.727 keV is

much too intense to agree with the experimental spectrum.

Indeed, at 4 keY the He a and Ly a are of compariable

intensity, whereas in Fig. 1, the Ly a line has barely

registered.

III. RESULTS

In the cylindrical case, spectra, fractional populations

and He a line power outputs were calculated for a 1 mm

diameter, 3 cm long homogeneous plasma at various

temperatures and densities. The densities assumed in this

ar aoud x1 1 9  -geometry are around 2x10 cm - , considerably less than

typically reached in a spherical implosion. As a

consequence there is less collsional excitation. This means

that there will be fewer ions in the excited heliumlike

levels, and since these excited levels can be ionized to
5

produce the hydrogenlike ions , there will be fewer

hydrogenlike ions. Figures 3 through 6 are theoretical

spectra for temperatures of 1.5, 2, 4, and 6 keY,

respectively.
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Figure 7 displays hydrogenlike and heliumlike copper

fractions as a function of temperature for the plasma

cylinder described above at ion densities ranging from

2x10 1 9 to 5x10 1 9 cm 3 . An important facet of Fig. 7 is that

while heliumlike copper is produced in substantial abundance

(45%) at a plasma temperature of 2 keY, the hydrogenlike

copper does not appear at even the 10% level until 4.5 keV.

Therefore, there will be a regime in which only the

heliumlike lines are observed. The relative ease in

producing the heliumlike stage relative to the hydrogenlike

stage is a straight forward consequence of the ionization

potentials. It requires 2.6 keY to ionize a lithiumlike

copper ion to heliumlike; but to ionize a heliumlike copper

ion to the hydrogenlike stage requires 11 keY.

This phenomenon is reflected in line power outputs. Even

at a temperature of 4 keV, the hydrogenlike line power is

about an order of magnitude below the heliumlike line

output. We have fit the K-shell power output in J/nsec to

the following scaling law, good to 10% for temperatures

between 1.5 and 3.5 key, and good to 28% for temperatures up

to 5 key:

P(n i T) = 130 n,2 exp[-12/T 2] J/nsec,

where n. is the total copper ion density in units of 1xl0 1 9

cm , T is the temperature in keV, and we have assumed a 3

cm long copper plasma of diameter 1 mm. At an ion density

of 2x101 9 cm 3 , assuming a 15 ns radiating pulse, a copper

K-shell yield of 1 kJ would be attained at a plasma

temperature of 2.5 keY.

Figure 8 shows the total power output due to hydrogenlike,

heliumlike, and lithiumlike ions for 1 cm long cylinders

containing 10 and 100 pg of copper at 2 keV. At large radii
2

the power output follows the 1/r law. As the radius

decreases and the density increases, systematic variations

in the ionization stages (here between lithiumlike and

berylliumlike ions) cause the power output to fall below the

1/r 2 line. A more complete model, containing excited levels

of beryllium, would follow the 1/r 2 line for smaller radii

more closely.

4
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IV. CONCLUSION

A K-shell copper model has been used to exam:ne !h

ionization and spectral output of Z-pinches -n .

keV region. For the densities considered he- ie,

until about 7 keY that the hydrogenlike populat-cn is ra.f

that of the heliumlike fractional population. Ths e,-rs

that for temperatures less than 7 keV, there wilil e ..y

very weak hydrogenlike lines. A large fraction o-f the - s

tend to remain in the heliumlike ground state even at n:r

temperatures, causing the He a power output at line -entpr

to be very intense. Yields of a kilojoule are obtainatIe a,

temperatures of 2.5 keV. The relative intensiites of the

hydrogenlike, heliumlike, and any inner shell lines present

will provide valuable clues to the conditiono acnieved in

the forthcoming copper wire experiments at Maxwell

Laboratories.
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FIG. 1. Experimental copper spectrum obtained by Yaakobi

and Burek (Ref. 1) by the laser-driven implosion of a 0.3 trn

thick copper shell of inital diameter 80 urn.
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FIG. 2. Copper spectrum obtained with collisional-

radiative-equilibrium plasma model at a temperature of

1.3 key and diameter of 30 pm (ion density is 3.64xi0 2 2

cm ). The total number of copper ions is equal to that

employed in the experiment of Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Copper spectrum obtained with collisional-
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density of 2x10 19  cm-3 . (Electron density is 4.99x102 0
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, except the temperature is 2 key.

(Electron density is 5.27x10
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diameter for ion densities between 2x101  and 5x101  cm.
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Section B. Krypton-Tungsten Mixtures in Z-Pinch Plasma Implosions

Existing pulse power generators have not yet produced large amounts of

line x-rays in the 5-10 keV range. Recently, efforts have been undertaken

to explore ways to increase the production of line x-rays in PRS using a

variety of approaches. The copper-wire implosion approach is discussed in

Section A above. Such approach involves seeding a single wire or gas puff

plasma with a high-Z tracer to determine whether the radiative cooling due

to the tracer is sufficient to increase the plasma compression in a z-pinch

implosion resulting in higher densities and greater radiative yields of

high energy photons.

In this study the implosion of a cylindrical annular Krypton (Kr) gas

puff plasma seeded with a small amount of tungsten (W) tracer is studied.

The theory describing the implosion is based on a dynamic z-pinch model

self-consistently coupled to a Collisional Radiative Equilibrium (CRE)

ionization dynamics and radiative transport model1 . This model provides a

self-consistent picture of the temperature, density, size, and level

populations during the plasma evolution. Any pathological behavior, such

as instabilities, is ignored in this simplified approach; however, general

trends in the plasma behavior should be indicated by this model, and it

should serve as a useful guide for more detailed research.

The principal plasma species Kr is comprehensively treated. A low
2density representation is used for the W impurity . Opacity effects for

the W radiation are taken into account in an ad hoc manner by calculating

the ratio of total emitted radiation to coronal radiation for Kr , and

scaling down the W coronal radiation accordingly.

The implosions modeled in this study are driven by high current

discharges, which are based on data obtained from Physics International
3Company regarding the output of their Double-EAGLE generator

The first current profile considered was the triangular shaped pulse

shown in Figure 1. Comparisons between the responses of a pure Kr plasma

with a mixture of 90% Kr - 10% W by mass were made. Results for different

initial cylindrical widths for the plasma were calculated for mass loadings

of 175, 200, and 225 ugm/cm. The cylinder length was taken to be 3 cm,

and the initial outer and inner radii were chosen so that the average

plasma radius was initially about 1.5 cm. Figures 2a - 2d shows the

variations of the minimum plasma radius and the maximum ion density,

temperature, and total radiation with initial plasma shell width and mass.

o..



In each case, the H-seeded plasma gives a better implosion than the pure Kr

case. In this model, this effect is due to the enhanced radiative cooling

from the H impurity.

* A second set of calculations was performed using the current profile

shown in Figure 3. The use of the second profile allows for comparing the

effect of a flat peak with 25 nsec duration with the initial triangular

shaped profile. For these simulations, the mass was kept constant at 225

ugm/cm, but calculations for pure Kr, 90% Kr - 10% H, and 80% Kr - 20% W

were performed; Figure 4 summarizes these results for the same extremal

parameters shown in Figure 2. These curves again indicate that seeding the

Kr plasma with a W impurity enhances the implosion, and that the larger the

amount of the impurity, the better the implosion.

Comparison of Figures 2 and 4 for the 100% Kr and 90% Kr - 10% H

results indicate, as might be expected, that the flat-topped current trace

in Figure 3 gives lower minimum radius and higher maximum ion densities and

total radiation than the current pulse in Figure 1. For the temperature,

however, this trend is only observed at the higher plasma widths. The

reasons for this temperature behavior are not clear. Another interesting

feature of Figure 2 is the apparent virtual independence of maximum

temperature on plasma width, whereas in Figure 4 there is a stronger

dependence.

It should be emphasized that the numerical results indicated on these

figures are obtained from a zero-dimensional simplified treatment of the

dynamics and should be interpreted accordingly. A more sophisticated

treatment would involve multi-zone calculations in one or more dimensions

with coupled hydrodynamics and radiation transport. Also, the impurity

element should be treated on an equal footing with the principal species;

i.e., using a full atomic model with radiation transport for both. Such a

program could become very costly in terms of computer time and storage.

CONCLUSIONS

Seeding with trace amounts of high-Z elements produces the desirable

effects; better compressions, higher densities, and greater radiative

yields. This method of enhancing yields appears very promising and will be

investigated further. If trace amounts of one element is promising, trace

amounts of several elements may be of even greater utility as opacity

effects on the radiative cooling may be reduced 4 in this faction.
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Section C. K-Shell Yield from an Argon Gas Puff

This section explores theoretically the determination of the parameter

space under which Gamble II - like devices produce maximum K-shell

emission. In particular we try to optimize the mass loading and initial

radial position of the gas puff.

The work is done by computer simulation using a one-dimensional non-

LTE radiation hydrodynamics model. Because the impedance of the plasma can

at times influence the electrical characteristics of the machine, we have

decided to drive the system with an open circuit voltage profile rather

than a current trace.

a. Model

The above parameter study is carried out using a 1-dimensional, 30

zone, 2 temperature, lagrangian hydrodynamics code in which the ionization

and radiation dynamics is treated self-consistently using the collisional

radiative equilibrium (CRE) radiation and atomic physics models developed

and used by the NRL Plasma Radiation Branch I over the last several years.

In particular the argon model employed utilizes 19 ground states , 44

excited levels and 56 bound-bound transitions. The excited states were

chosen to predominantly surround hydrogen-like through lithium-like argon

in order to provide good information on K-shell radiative yields, however

excited state structure is included for ion levels up to sodium-like argon.

In the subsequent studies we are imploding an annulus of argon gas

that is .3 cm between inner and outer radius. The radius R is initally

fixed at 1.35 cm and the mass density is varied from 5 to 60 pgm/cm. Once

an optimum mass loading is found we fix the mass loading at this value and

then vary the initial radial position from .25 to 1.35 cm. The puff is

imploded assuming the open circuit voltage profile and machine parameters

shown in figure 1. Note, the following results are only valid for those

times up until the plasma first rebounds from its central axis. These

implosion times will be given and discussed in the results sections.
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b. Results for variation of mass loading

In this section we discuss the results for varying the mass loading

while keeping the initial radial position at 1.35 cm. The specific loads

analyzed are 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 #gms/cm. Except for the lightest mass

loadings, the implosion times are long in comparison to the time it takes

the current to peak. Therefore, for most of the simulations discussed in

this section the electrical circuitry can be assumed to be decoupled from

the plasma.

Figure 2 displays total, bound-bound, bound-free and free-free

radiative yields. Similarily, figure 3 is almost identical to figure 2,

except only radiation which exceeds 1 kev is plotted. From these two plots

we find that the components as well as total radiation peaks at around a

mass loading of 20 to 30 ugms/cm. In particular we find that the radiative

yield of interest, i.e. photon energy greater than 1 kev, peaks at 20

#gm/cm. At this loading the radiative yield is 2.2 kilojoules for a plasma

column of 4 cms length. In the remainder of this section we want to

analyze figures 2 and 3 in the hope that we will be able to generalize

these results to other materials, mass loadings and circuits.

All of the simulations shown in this section show a (mass)-1

dependence of kinetic energy upon mass loading. This result has been noted

before2 , and is due to the fact that the ratio of kinetic energy stored in

a small mass to that of a larger mass is inversely proportional to their

masses, assuming that the force and the time over which the force is

applied are equal. This stored up kinetic energy is transferred to

internal and radiative energy as the plasma assembles on axis. This is

readily seen in figure 4 where peak values for internal, ionization,

kinetic, boundary work and radiative energies are displayed. The values

for '<inetic energy are taken just before the pinch whereas internal and

ionization energies peak right at the pinch. Because radiative yield and

boundary work are quantities that are integrated in time, their values are

taken just after the implosion. Note, the drop in kinetic energy for the 5

#gm/cm loading is because the nass is so light it implodes before the peak

in the open circuit voltage profile, see figure 5.

Just because the lighter masses are able to store more kinetic energy,

does not mean that they will be able to transfer this energy to radiation

at the time of implosion. One reason this is true is that the (mass)-1

dependence also implies that there will be less mass to radiate during
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implosion. This is especially true for line radiation which is directly

dependent upon the number of ions in an excited state. This point is also

made clear in figure 6 where we see that while peak power per unit mass

does increase with smaller loadings, the total power eventually decreases.

Secondly, because the lighter masses are imploding with much higher

velocities, see figure 7, they will be spending much less time near the

axis where temperatures and densities are such that radiative power is

maximized. This is illustrated in figure 5 where we see that the "dwell,

time, i.e. the time between peak values of kinetic energy before and after

implosion varies from tens of nanoseconds for the heavier masses to

fractions of a nanosecond for the lighter loads.

We therefore find that while it is true that we can couple more energy

into a lighter load one eventually reaches a small enough loading that it

is no longer possible to extract this energy during assembly on axis

because of reduced mass and shorter assembly time. This point is clearly

illustrated in figures 8 and 9 where we see the almost total conversion of

kinetic energy to radiation for the 30 /Agm/cm loading whereas the 10 #gm/cm

loading interaction is nearly elastic. Note, how much longer the dwell

time of the 30 #gm/cm mass is than the 10 pgm/cm mass.

In the beginning of this section it is mentioned that the heavier mass

loadings implode late enough in time that they can be assumed to be

decoupled from the fields at the time of implosion. This is seen in figure

8 whereby if one adds up the kinetic and internal energy just before

implosion and compares it to the internal energy right at implosion, we

find that the two are approximately equal. However, this is not true for

the 10 #gm/cm mass depicted in figure 9. There, we discover that the

comb;nation of internal and kinetic energy before implosion is

significantly less than the peak value of internal energy. The implication

is that the lighter loads are imploding early enough in time that there is

a lot of magnetic field energy left that can do boundary work on the plasma

during assembly on axis. Some of this work will change the internal energy

of the plasma and part will be radiatied out of the system. For the

example in figure 9, we find it predominantly changes the internal energy

of the plasma. The consequences of choosing one time of implosion over

another will be discussed in the next section.
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c. Results for variation of initial radial position

We now fix the mass loading at 20 #gm/cm and vary the initial radial

position of the puff. The specific values chosen for the following

simulations are centered at .25, .5, 1.0 and 1.35 cms.

An examination of figures 10 and 11 show that we can expect an

increase in the radiative yield of high energy photons, greater than 1 key,

by a factor of two over the results of the previous section by changing the

initial radial position from 1.35 cms to .5 cms. This is an interesting

. result because we have the same mass and dwell time but less peak kinetic

energy for the plasma starting at .5 cms. The dwell time is displayed in

figure 12 and the peak kinetic energy is shown in figure 13. Therefore, by

the arguments of the previous section, we expect figure 13 to show that

radiative yield peaks at the same radial position as kinetic energy, i.e.

at an initial position of 1 cm. However, what we find instead is that

radiative yield is maximized by starting even closer to the axis at an

initial radial position of .5 cm.

The discrepancy lies in the fact that the arguments of the last

section are based on the premise that the plasma is decoupled or nearly

decoupled from the electrical fields during assembly on axis. We can see

from the implosion times, see figure 12, that the only plasmas nearly

decoupled from the fields Ire those with inital positions greater than 1

cm. There is a different phenomenon taking place for plasmas with smaller

initial positions because they are still strongly coupled to the fields.

What is happening is that the decoupled plasmas encounter only a single

shock as they hit the axis whereas the coupled plasmas are multiply

shocked. These coupled plasmas are not only shocked by running into the

axis but they continue to be shocked by the fields as boundary work is done

on the plasma. The situation is similar to inertial confinement fusion

- (ICF)3 where it is well known that if you want to compress a fluid it

should be done by multiple shocking along an isentrope rather than one big

shock. The lower the adiabat of the shock the larger the compression for

the same imploding pressure. This is the reason that the coupled plasmas

having lower peak kinetic energy have correspondingly lower temperatures

and higher densities at implosion, see figure 14. The lower kinetic energy

means less preheating, therefore the shock adiabat is lower.

The way this relates to an increase in radiation for the smaller

radii plasmas is that recombination and bremsstrahlung radiation are
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proportional to the square of the density. We therefore expect the

radiative yield to increase for plasmas that are more strongly coupled to

the fields because they are more compressed. The plasma will be most

strongly coupled if it implodes right about the time of maximum voltage

which for these simulations corresponds to the .5 cm case. Although the .25

cm simulation is imploding so early in time that the fields have not had

time to gain maximum strength. The kinetic energy is low enough, see figure

13, that the preheating it produces is small compared to the other

simulations. This allows for compression to much higher densities at the

expense of lower temperatures as is illustrated in figure 14. The point is

also made in figure 10 where we see that there is only a difference of 600

joules/cm of total radiative yield between the .25 cm and .5 cm

simulations, but an examination of figure 11 shows that all of it comes

from the high energy component, corresponding to higher temperatures.

Another illustration of the density dependence of radiation is again

depicted in figures 10 and 11 where one sees a dramatic increase in

recombination radiation but a drop in line radiation as the initial plasma

radius is moved inward allowing the plasma to be more strongly coupled to

the fields.

d. Summary and conclusions

We have shown that imploding gas puffs operate in two regimes, one in

which the plasma implodes late enough in time that it can be considered to

be decoupled from the electrical fields as it hits the axis and another in

* u which the plasma implodes early in time such that it is still coupled to

4' the fields.

For the plasmas that are decoupled we find that more kinetic energy

can be stored in a lighter mass. However this energy is less efficiently

converted to radiation not only because of the smaller mass but also

because the plasma spends less time in its maximum imploded state. If one

is trying to maximize the radiative yield for a plasma that is decoupled

from the electrical fields it is a trade off of getting enough energy into

the system and then being able to efficiently radiate at implosion. For an

argon plasma that starts sufficiently far away from the axis that it is

decoupled from the fields at implosion, we found that the best radiative

yields where achieved using a mass loading of 20 to 30 #gms/cm. At this
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setting we obtain total radiative yields of 4.8 kilojoules of which almost

half is composed of photons with energies greater than 1 key.

The coupled plasmas exhibit a different behavior that is similar to

ICF in that the fields multiply shock compress the plasma as it implodes.

The adiabat upon which the plasma is compressed is dependent upon the

kinetic energy of the plasma, the lower the kinetic energy the lower the

adiabat and consequently the compression is higher. Because the plasmas

starting closer to the axis have less time to gain kinetic energy, they

become more compressed. Since recombination and bremsstrahlung radiation

are proportional to the sqare of the density, the radiative yield increases

for plasmas starting closer to the axis because of their higher densities.

The adiabat upon which the plasma is compressed determines the radiative

spectrum. We find for argon that the radiative yields, both total and high

energy, are doubled over the results previously mentioned if the initial

starting position of the plasma is such that the plasma implodes on axis

about the same time as the open circuit voltage profile peaks.

Note, more investigation needs to be done on the plasmas that are coupled

to the fields because they are in a regime that is susceptible to

instabilities.

All of the simulations presented in this work are for a Gamble II -

like open circuit voltage profile that corresponds to the absence of a

plasma erosion opening switch (PEOS). Since it has been experimentally

found that the presence of a switch lowers the peak current, the arguments

.5' of this report predict that the peak velocities and radiative yields, for

a given peak current, would also be reduced. This prediction is in

agreement with "SIMPLODE* 4 a O-D radiation hydrodynamic model developed

by the Plasma Radiation Branch that simulates both the switch and non-

switch cases. However this prediction is only valid when the fields are

decoupled from the plasma at implosion, more analysis needs to be done for

AI the coupled plasmas. Also, this prediction does not include any stability

analysis, which needs to be included in order to make a judgement about the

merits of a switch versus a non-switch. It is conceivable that the

benefits of increased uniformity of the plasma resulting from faster rise

times produced by the use of a PEOS far outway the side effects of reducing

the plasma current.
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Comparisons of the results of this model with SIMPLODE are in

excellant agreement when it comes to global comparisons of radiative yield

versus mass loading for a fixed initial radius, i.e. assuming that the

fields are decoupled at implosion. Although the SIMPLODE results are for

neon the trends are almost identical. It is therefore recommended that

that the O-D models be utilized for overall scoping of a problem and then

for finer details, such as producing a radiative spectrum, the 1-D models

should be employed.
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v SECTION D. Anti-Zippering Nozzle Implosion Characteristics and Their

-" Importance to Uniformity in a Z-Pinch

In order for a Z-pinch to exhibit a narrow radiation signature in time,

the plasma column must be uniform along the Z direction during the time

when the optimum implosion conditions are realized. Of particluar

importance, is the manner in which the hollow cylindrical shell of gas

formed by a high Mach number nozzle behaves during the runin phase of

the implosion. The spread in the gas due to expansion after exiting the

nozzle can make the stagnation time of the implosion nonuniform in Z.

This phenomena is often referred to as "zippering". In addition to the

annular outside puff, these configurations may also include a central gas

puff which can serve as a radiation convertor 1 . When the outside puff

stagnates on the inner puff, the zippering effect is transferred to the inner

puff resulting in density variations along Z at the time of peak

compression. In this paper, we will examine representative nozzle designs

in use on experiments which are currently being planned and/or conducted

at the Physics International Company ( hereafter, referred to as PI ).

Both the outside and central puff are taken to be krypton. The mass of

the inside puff is set to a variable fraction of the outside puff mass. The

three designs which have been considered are:

(1) Outside radius of 2.2 cm, inside radius of 0.8 cm, and outside puff

centereA at a radius of 1.4 cm. Angular spread of 20 degrees on the

outside and angular spread of 9 degrees on the inside ( i.e., inside meaning

on the side closest to the center of the column ). The differences in
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angular spread have been attributed by PI to interactions with the central

gas puff. This gives rise to less of a spread on the inside.

(2) Outside radius of 2.2 cm, inside radius of 1.8 cm, and centered at 2.0

cm. For the outer puff, an outside spread of 25 degrees and an inside

spread of 15 degrees. Expansion of the inside puff is 20 deg ees.

(3) Same as (2) above but with an overall tilt of the outside puff inward.

The radius of the inner puff is always taken to be 2.5 mm. Unless

otherwise stated, the inner puff can be assumed to have an angular

expansion of 20 degrees. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the nozzle design

and further illustrates the meaning of these values. In this report, we will

specifically discuss designs (2) and (3).

Computational Considerations

These simulations were carried out using a t\ o-dimensional Lagrangian

hydrodynamics code. Earlier applications and discussions of this code,

PRISM, appear in previous annual reports 2 . The one-dimensional version

of this code was used to investigate the radiative yields of double puff

implosions and was reported on in reference 1.

The typical mesh size was 30x40 with spacing determined by resolution

considerations in the two puffs. The nozzle flow itself is neglected except

in the initial density profiles. The density variations are given by Gaussian

profiles in the radial direction with the full-width-at-half-maximum

increasing along Z according to the angular spreads dictated by the
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particular nozzle design. The angles chosen are described above. After

computing the profiles in both R and Z, the density is normalized to a

given mass per unit length for each slice along Z. The mesh is extended

at both the top and bottom of the pinch in order to prevent disturbances

which propagate in Z from being reflected back into the pinch region ( i.e.,

Z between 0 cm and 3 cm

In addition to the hydrodynamics, two-temperature thermal transport

with an idealized equation of state is used. The magnetic field is advanced

according to resistive diffusion and a boundary value given by a temporal

current profile.

Discussion of the Results

Several computer runs were made in which the initial nozzle parameters

as well as the ratio of inside to outside mass were varied. The parameters

are those of designs (2) and (3), which where discussed above. Both the

temporal profile and magnitude of the current were fixed. They were

provided for these simulations by PI. Our main interest in these runs was

to look for regions of uniform density along or near the central axis. For

this reason, a graphics contour plotting routine which displayed only the

50% and 25% values of the peak electron density was used. The results

from the hydrodynamic simulations are discussed below.

Figure 2(a) shows the density contours near the peak of the implosion

of a double-puff design in which the central puff had a mass equal to 80%

of the outside mass. In this run, the tilt angle was set at 5 degrees. The

50% of peak density contour is shown with a solid line, while the 25%

contour is dashed. The inside contour is seen to have about 1 cm along

the central axis. The length of the 25% contour, however, is 1.5 cm.
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Both contours are contained within a 1 mm radius ( note that the R and

Z axis scales are not the same

Figure 2(b) shows a case in which the inner puff contains 20% of the

mass as that of the outer puff. In this example, there is no tilt to the

outer puff. It can be seen that the length of the 50% contour is roughly

* -1.5 cm while the 25% contour is over 2 cm in length. The central portion

of the inner contour is also centered lower in Z than the case discussed

above. It has been seen in these runs that when the expansion angle of

%p 20 degrees is used in the inside puff, the tilted outside puffs tend to be

better centered in Z. However, the overall length along Z does not

necessarily correlate with tilt.

In contrast, Fig. 2(c) shows a case in which there is no expansion of

the inner puff. Expansion of the inner puff may be controllable with
'p'.

proper nozzle design. The use of no expansion represents a somewhat

idealized case. All other parameters are the same as those of Fig. 2(a).

Without the expansion, the central puff is more elongated and uniform

along Z providing for a more uniform density distribution. In fact, the

length of the inner contour extends well over 2 cm along the center of the

pinch.

Finally, Fig. 2(d) shows temperature contours corresponding to the

example shown in Fig. 2(b). In this particular instance, temperatures of

only 300-500 eV were reached during the implosion in the regions shown in

Fig. 2(b). In other cases, temperatures as high as 800 eV have been seen

but not under the optimal density conditions displayed in Fig. 2. In any

case, the temperature may be somewhat suspect because of the crude

ionization and thermal energy partition employed in these 2D runs. What

can be seen in the plots is that the temperature gradient is at least as

smooth as the density gradient. This implies that the radiative output
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should be nearly uniform in this region. Whether this produces increased

yields of hard K-shell radiation is yet to be determined. It may increase

the total yield, however.

Conclusion

The hydrodynamic simulations presented here indicate that regions of

relative uniformity can be produced in Z-pinch implosions. Lengths of up

to 2 cm in the Z direction at a density equal to 50% of the peak

implosion density have been demonstrated within the context of these

simulations. Temperature gradients are also seen to have long scale lengths

in these regions.

Although radiative yields were not themselves investigated in this

study, the implication is that certain nozzle designs can produce large

spatial regions at implosion which would lead to radiative outputs more

peaked in time. Hence, higher radiative power levels can be produced for

a given total yield. It is also probable that greater total yields will result

from the more uniform implosions.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the double-puff nozzle design. (a) radius of the

inner puff, (b) inside radius of the outer puff, and (c) outside

radius of the outer puff. The angular expansions are shown by

the lines drawn from points a, b, and c to the anode (right

hand side of the figure). In this figure no tilt is shown for

the outside puff.
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Figure 2. Density contours for double-puff configurations near the time of

implosion. (a) Inside mass 80% of the outside mass and initial

'." tilt of 5 degrees of the outside puff. The total outside mass is

375 gin. (b) Inside mass 20% of the outside puff and no tilt of

the outside puff. The total outside mass is 390 gin. (c) Same as

- A (a) but with no expansion of the inside puff. (d) Temperature

contours for the case shown in (b). Density contours for the case

shown in Fig. 2, but with no expansion along Z for the inside puff.
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Section E. Opening Switch and Diode Modeling

Gyrokinetic Propagation Studies

The behavior of collsionless peripheral plasma around PRS loads or in the highly

magnetized regions of VOS devices represents a crucial area in one's physical understanding

of the power flow in such devices. In the radial transmission line, particularly, the existence

of a tensor pressure, and the rapid radial acceleration and compression of guiding centers

forces a very complex "Ohms Law" on the plasma medium in the collisionless limit. As a

prelude to examining the detailed microstability of such plasmas, a one dimensional radial

propagation study has been undertaken in 1986.

The propagation calculation has two major goals:

(i) to assess the transmission, reflection, and absorption properties of collisionless

gyrokinetic plasmas in a radial transmission line, and,

(ii) to determine the situations where microinstabilities are likely modes of plasma

- -turbulence in the tenuous regions.

The propagation computation is summarized below and in prior work. Owing to the
virulently nonlinear character of the current density in the gyrokinetic limit, the studies

required to reach the first of these goals are still ongoing. However those results fall into

* * ,place, the qualitative behavior of the field profiles which thereby emerge has begun to shed

some light on the second objective.

This calculation rests on four major elements:
(i) a smooth set of radial mass density, magnetic and electric field profiles; consistent

with

(ii) a profile of mean perpendicular kinetic energy density determined by a Fokker-

Planck calculation of the "driftaway" process;

(iii) an exterior and interior circuit model delivering energy to the annular gyrokinetic

plasma: and

(iv) a fully implicit, fully elect romiagnet ic. 1-1) Lagrangian method of lines solver for
the field and fluid equations which advances the guiding center drift speed and the fluid

Jacobian equivalent to Ampere's and Faraday's. Laws in the collisionless gyrokinetic

system.

lEach of these elements will he discussed and some general, but preliminary conclusions

reported.

Exact separable iniplosion with p x 1•
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For special initial conditions there exist exact solutions to the gyrokinetic moment

equations that describe strongly magnetized plasma in the periphery of a z-pinch. An

isotropic pressure implies that the collisions are sufficient to keep the velocity components

randomized. This, then, implies a finite conductivity, in contrast to the assumption of

infinite conductivity which demands a collisionless plasma. However, as the plasma gets

closer to the axis in a cylindrical geometry the pressure Pul parallel to the magnetic field

B Be(r) increases as 1/r , while the perpendicular pressure p, increases as 1/r. In fact,

in any curvilinear magnetic field an isotropic pressure is strictly speaking inconsistent with

infinite conductivity.

The fluid equation of motion in the radial direction, for an anisotropic pressure, in-

cludes an centrifugal force L1/r' that reflects the conservation of angular momentum,

DU - 11 18(rpBW±) JIB. (1)
Dt r 3  r 9r

The macroscopic quantities that enter into the moment equations are averages over

the particle distribution function. Without collisions the distributions are not necessarily

maxwellian, but the exact functional form is unknown. Instead of the distribution in

terms of the velocity components in cylindrical geometry f(r,v,t) it is better to use the

distribution function in terms of the dynamical invariants, the magnetic moment IL and

the angular momentum P. The two equivalent forms of the distribution function are

connected by

f(r,v,t) - r2 irB(rt) n(r,t) F(p,Pe,r)

The factor in is the Jacobian in the velocity space transformation to A and PO. Without

collisions the invariants for each particle do not change, and the distribution function F is

constant in time. The particle density n(r, t) is no longer part of F, which is normalised as

, 
L m 2- ] I dudP& F(p, Pe,r) -

for both electrons and ions. With the assumption of quasineutrality the mass density p is

p (,,, ,. tro,.o M,',, (rt).

The parallel pressure is

pL - / dp dPoFP,9/M 2,

and the perpendicular pressure becomes

pVV w dpdPpFp /n,

with a summation over species implied.
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Equation (1) with vanishing angular momentum, L11 = 0, yields i a selfsimilar solution,

but it turns out that even for non-zero L11 a whole class of self-similar solutions are possible.

The one highlighted here is relevant for electromagnetic propagation modeling.
Henceforth the dependent variables B,p, L11, W 1 and their derivatives are functions of

the single selfsimilar variable = r/a(t), where a(t) is a typical scale length that contains

the sole time dependence. Then Eq. (1) becomes

d 2a _ + 4_ WA
dt2  a 3  a 2  a '

where a(t) is the normalized scale length a(t) = a(t)/ao.

Here w112 ( ) = Lj( )/ 4 depends in general on the spatial variable C, and Eq. (2)

does not separate. Separation is feasible only when the initial angular momentum is
proportional to (radius)4 , i.e. W2 is constant. Recall that L is an average of P1 , where

P - vor is the particle angular momentum. Since vo - wor also P? - wer 2: constant w2

then implies a parallel temperature oc r 2.

The perpendicular pressure term gives rise to

Wj 1a[U±() p1
J- C 2p ac

which should no longer be a function of C. In this term the spatial dependence of the density

p(C) can be played off against the perpendicular thermal energy H±(C) = B(C)W.(0)

Either p or H1 can be chosen freely. It is easiest to separate the spatial dependence in

.1± by setting H±(C) = Ho/g(C). The mass density is then
.

P PW exp - xxg~x)i

The acceleration term contains the magnetic field through WA, which is the transit

frequency of an Alfv~n wave though the pinch' scale size a0 , WA = B 2 /47rpao. A constant

WA then implies a specific magnetic field, in terms of g():

d_____ - (B2 2g( )) exp f dxxg(x)

where B2 = 47ra2W2po, the magnetic field at the characteristic distance a0 . This equation

also defines the total current enclosed by the pinch within a distance , because B

21( )/cao.
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The function g( ) is arbitrary within restrictions defined by certain physical require-

ments. One is that the density p be positive and finite everywhere, another is that the

various w2 s be positive. The choice here is g( ) = ,2 which satisfies all these require-

ments. With this special form for g( ) the various integrations give rise to known functions.

For example, the density becomes

p = podel 4 exp -

where po is given by the mass per unit length within , A( ), through

A =27ra0PoW1/ 4 (0),

where W 1/ 4 ()) is the incomplete gamma-function of order 1/4. Likewise, the current

carried by the corona enclosed within C becomes

- '(0)= B' e /4  dxx 4 exp(-x 4 /4),

where 1(0) represents the current carried by a collisional pinch located on axis.

In any particular circuit characterized by the current risetime and the interior resis-

tance of the bulk plasma load, one can use the results of the Fokker-Planck calculation

to establish a scale sound speed H, for the selfsimilar startup profiles, using the initial

voltage and normalized magnetic field fQ implied in any circuit model.

Shown in Figure 1 is the variation of Ho = Hu/H,init with the parame-

ter (E!ED)/(Qt,) at 30 t, (collision times) for some 190 combinations of EIED and

Qt, . The clearly one dimensional variation of the Fokker-Planck result is not manifest

a priori, but it certainly helps reduce the effort in scanning initial conditions. Shown in

Figure 2 is an initial condition profile derived from these considerations.

Collisionless current density.

In a collisional plasma the collisions are the dominant influence that balances the

motion of the plasma electrons against the acceleration by the electric field. The resulting

collisional electron drift, and thus the current density j, is proportional to the electric

field E, j = rE. The electrical power input into the plasma ends up in increased random

velocities of the plasma particles, Ohmic heating.

Even in the absence of collisions the magnetized plasma in the z-pinch' periphery can

absorb energy from the electrical pulse. In this case the energy does not go into random

motion of the plasma particles, but instead is put into organized motion. A strongly

magnetized plasma in an electric field is not accelerated by the field, but drifts with a
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Figure 1. Energy vs. E
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velocity v = E/B. For constant E the energy -emains constant, but when the electric field

increases in time the plasma accelerates. The kinetic energy density pv 2 increases also (p

is the plasma's mass density), and electrical power is absorbed. Likewise, electrons that

E x B drift into a region of increased magnetic field spin up, increasing their perpendicular

energy w in their effort to keep the magnetic moment p - wj_/B constant. The increase

in u,_, or the increased magnetization, is another power sink. In a cylindrically symmetric

geometry with B - 1/r the particle's angular momentum about the axis, P9 = mrvg, is

conserved: a drift toward the axis increases the kinetic energy parallel to the magnetic

field w! as 1/,r 2.

The axial current density, calculated either by momentum balance or by averaging of

nev, is then

pc 2 D(E B) C pL2
I 1 (rpBW' (

-P t f B [r r 9r I

The first term is related to the acceleration of the E , B drift motion, the second comes

from angular momenturn conservation, or p , and the third is the magnetization con-

tribut ion, from p. In the acceleration term the ions dominate; the electrons are more

important for the two pressure-derived terms, particularly in the general case without

thermal equilibrium between electrons and ions.

Electromagnetic energy transport through the corona.

What fraction of the input power pulse passes through the collisionless but energy-

ab. orbing plasma corona? 'The transmiission coefficient T is the power reaching the central,

collisional load at some inner boundary. S, 27rr,(Ei Bi), and the power coming in

through the outer boundary, S,, i.e.

' S, Sb E, B, r1

Eb Bh rb

the absorption coefficient is A 1 '. While the inner boundary is nearly stationary,

the outer boundary is moving with the plasma, r - rh(t). Motion of the plasma's outer

boundary changes the volume of the vacuim between the plasma and the power inlet. The

magnetic field energy in this vacuum changes correspondingly. The transmission efficiency

of the coroi a plasma including the outside vacuum is then defined as E S,/S, where S

is the total power transmitted through the inlet.

Toward the inlet the corona plasma goes oversmoothly into hard vacuum, while on

the other side the plasma becomes denser until the collisions begin to dominate. This is

where the central pinch starts. The inductive approximation. iJE, ot << 47r.j, is invalid in

the outer region without plasma; a proper transition between regimes then demands that

this terin be kept also in the corona regime. The current density in Eq. (3) implies that

the magnetic field moves with the plasma, suggesting that a Lagrangian coordinate system

fixed in the fluid may simplify the cornputations.
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The Lagrangian radial coordinate R = R( , r) evolves from the coordinate at time

r = 0 according to the implicit relation dR/dr = -U(R,r), and R is

R( ,r) - J dr'U(R,r'),

A fluid element d changes according to the Jacobian J = dR/dC, where DJ/Dr

Magnetic flux conservation requires f BdC,

B(R,r) = B(C)d /dR,

The mass in a shell (pRdR) is conserved, whence

Rp(R, r) = Cp(C)d /dR.

From these relations the Aifv~n speed c' = B 2 /4rp transforms as

c 2(R, r) = ': )~nC/(n)

In terms of the normalized plasma velocity U =- E/B Ampere's law becomes

DU + [B B(I-U 2 ) /K2B.
Dr [R OR

Here K 2 + 1 c2/c 2(R,r) determines the wave speed c/KA: without plasma, CA -4 00,

and KA becomes unity, for a wave speed c. KA becomes C/CA in the opposite case, the

wave speed is CA, and the inductive approximation is valid.

The current density J'. is the part of the current density in Eq. (3) coming from the

particle pressure, i.e. the current density without the contribution from accelerating the

plasma drift:
B Wii BWI 9 IpBW±(d/dR)12 C dR

R 3 C2 CpBWj R d

The particle pressure-related terms W11( ) and W± (C) are determined by the selfsimilar

solutions at r = 0 (cf.Fig 2), and these are used as initial conditions.

The exterior boundary condition comes from the electromagnetic wave driving the

plasrna. Typically the electric field is connected to some pulse power device, cf. Figure 3,

0.! which should in principle be influenced by the load. The interior boundary condition is

determined completely by the axial resistance, viz.

U1< = R, RLad1 0
2ZDto
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Figure 3. Diode, ransission Line and Circuit Geometry
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while the exterior condition is posed as an alternative acceleration formula,

2DUK D - f(Vs, Lfiode, Ls, R>, ZD),

D r-

with the circuit current Is and voltage Vs determined in the usual way. The derivation

of this circuit equation presumes continuity in the line impedance at the plasma vacuum

interface; the next level of approximation is to relax this constraint and go to a transmission

line model. The capacitance and inductance of the circuit model then set the circuit

risetime; a reasonable risetime domain is t(, = (10, 50) ns.

Shown in Figure 4 is a typical time development of the plasma electric field, magnetic

field, and current density as a 50 ns risetime pulse is impressed on the gyrokinetic

corona. The energy is not absorbed gracefully; the plasma current density in Fig. 4c shows

wiggles, which are TEM waves (apparently analogous to magnetosonic MHD modes) that

are excited by the relatively sudden application of the electric field. For low values of H,

the profiles change little over time, and the electric field is easily transmitted. For larger

values.e.g. H, = (7.0. 106)2 - T, = 20eV , the electric field is heavily modified and the

input power is substantially attenuated by the corona.

Summary and conclusions.

Current can be lost in the periphery of a z-pinch by various mechanisms. Initially the

z-pinch carries no current, and the inductive voltage at the edge of the cathode away from

the pinch material can drive a currrent in free electrons. The free electrons can be the

bulk of the current at the very start, but this current is cut off rapidly once the current

starts flowing through the z-pinch.

The tenuous plasma outside the z-pinch can also carry current. As a remnant of back-

ground gas or perhaps the edge of the injected gas column in a puff-gas z-pinch, this plasma

is not well-specified either experimentally or theoretically. How much current is shunted

through this plasma depends linearly on the plasma density, and also on parameters such

as the temperature and the magnetic field in the periphery, i.e. the current in the main

z-pinch.

The plasma temperature in the periphery at the end of "drift away" is computed from

a simplified Fokker-Planck analysis, assuming that the electron velocity remains isotropic

through collisions with the ions. Plasma heating proceeds until the electron collsion time

is comparable to the pulse time, resulting in an upper temperature limit of about 50 eV

(weakly dependent oil plasma density).

The pressure of the collisionless plasma in the periphery becomes anisotropic as the

plasma contracts toward the axis, due to the separate conservation of the electron's mag-

netic moment, and the electron's angular momentum about the axis. Under these con-

dtitions the plasma can still oscillate in a self-similar manner, and for constant z-pinch
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current and balanced oscillation frequencies ('- ,-') the periphery can be in an exact

equilibrium.

As the current increases in the power pulse part of its energy is siphoned off by the

periphery. Exactly what fraction is lost depends upon the detailed structure of the low

density plasma corona, which is as yet poorly understood. For a tenuous periphery. n

10" cr , with the corresponding temperature, T 5.0e', little power is diverted from

the z-pinch. For densities appropriate to edge gas, n 1 O's,"cm 3 ., or higher temperatures

7' - 50eVthe power loss is substantial.
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PEOS Sinmlations with MAGIC.

Particle simulations 1' 2 of erosion switches have been notably divergent from the lab-
oratory experience in several respects. The primary objectives of the work described here
are: (i) to substantiate, modify or critique the earlier and contemporary simulations (in
Ref. 1,2) in the context of the DNA eim PIC code MAGIC; (ii) extend the parameter
domain of the simulations in order to document fully the implications of e/m PIC codes for
PEOS; and (iii) to provide a comparison basis for evaluating the newer simulation codes,
and novel algorithms e.g. the magneto-inductive PIC code, or particle collision schemes.
To these ends a sequential upgrade of the PEOS study due to Grossman 1 has been under-
taken with MAGIC. The progrtssion has been (i) planar transmission line with H + ions at
1012 cm - 3 and no radial drift, (ii) cylindrical geometry, and C + ions at 1012 cm - 3 , and
(iii) C- ions with a radial drift - 2 x. 10' cm sec. The planned continuation is to vary the
density drift-velocity product, diagnose the axial momentum deposition and the electron
temperature, and explore more realistic (BJ5- like) downstream loads.

A useful comparison of the MAGIC simulation to date with those of Grossman, et.
al (his fig. 2,3,4) can be drawn between the second and third cases above. For these
comparisons the geometry of the region is shown in Fig. 5. The peak current input to the
switch is 156 kA over 5 ns, and the opening time (saturated load current) for case (ii) is
larger than 10 ns. This is a somewhat slower opening, and the ion mass distribu,;on is
more snowplowed when the anode influx is shut off. The current channel remains narrow,
however, and the anode end leads the cathode end, in a manner similar to the Grossman
calculation. A sequence of MAGIC plots is shown in Fig. 6,7. Figure 6 shows the rBe
contours, while Figure 7 displays the ion distribUtion in space at 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 ns
(luring the switching action.

The mechanism of current channel formation and switch opening shown here is thus
quite similar to that depicted by Grossman et. al although the interpretation is subject
to some honest controversy. A central point is the E - B drift and its relation to the current
channel, and also the role of ion drift in determining the opening time and peak current. A
fair suniiary of the case (ii) NIA(;lC simulation, in which ion drift and regeneration at the
anode are absent, is that the incoming axial momentum of the power pulse is coupled to a
small fraction of the plasma load ions through a shock-like structure of charge separation, a
moincmtirin transfer front. At this charge separation, the confluence of the charge density p
and t lie E - B3 drift produces the current density in the switch, c.f. Fig. 8. The opening is
forced when the nomenltun transfer front runs downstream of the switch plasma, causing
the active, charge carrying E - B contours to be only those nearest the cathode. One
can view this process as represent rig thle completion of the magnetic insulation process in
the cathode sheath. The downstream l, still peaks near the anode rather than near the
cathod, as occ urs upstream. due to the neutralizing sheath space charge. The erosion of
ion density upstream of the nomentium transfer front plays a very weak role in the process
here. when tile radial ion drift is set to zero: and the opening time is notably slower than
for the (;rossnan c(lipiluiat I(u.

Whencri the ion drift(-- 2 -10' -s i) now turned on, case (iii) the opening time is
ciii byV W()" to about , 11s as ;hown in 1 1g. 9, 10. This drifted 10" cm ' carbon plasma is
thw, opieing al,ost as fast as (rossman's more slowly drifting (1.89 10 3 cm/s) hydrogen

plasmna at a somewhat lower current level (lOOkA).
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It is common in experiment 3 to see a wider current sheath, but the MAGIC run gives
a possible clue to a partial resolution of this problem when current density streamline plots

and range plots are examined. One finds circulating currents upstream of the momentum
transfer front, such that an axial B7 profile at fixed r would see a slightly non-monotone
decay in Be with increasing z. Experimental probe measures also hint at such behavior,
but no claim is yet made as to whether or not such reversals are in fact resolved by the
experiment. If vortices of current density are in fact present , e.g. through gyrokinetic

modes upstream of the momentum transfer front, then an apparent broadening of the
current sheath would occur - even though such current is not connected to the driving

circuit.
The theory of operation of PEOS devices is thus somewhat confused and likely to

remain so for a time. If the e/m PIC method can show its relevance in accounting for
the observed coupling of ion drift speed and opening time4 , and if better resolution of the
current channel structure can be obtained, then a detailed theoretical accounting of the
required collisionality to broaden the current channel properly would be a logical step.
The means to this assessment and the application of more appropriate magnetoinductive

simulation methods for long time scale conduction phase operation are therefore among
our primary near term goals.
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I. Magnetoinductive Particle-in-Cell Code Development

This past year's report describes the progress towards the utilization of Darwin's

magnetoinductive model for a particle simulation code. The magnetoinductive model is

desirable because it retains an induced electric field while not including light waves. This

approximation relaxes what can be a severe constraint on the time step and must be ex-

amined in pulsed-power applications like the VOS. The intent of any VOS is the storage

of energy over a long time frame (as measured in electromagnetic signal transit times)
and then the release of this energy over much shorter times, more like the electromagnetic

transit time, through the interuption of a current path. Under such conditions the dis-

placement current cannot be neglected at the time of opening, but it cannot be allowed

dominance during the conduction phase because it makes the calculation too stiff. The

Darwin limit retains that part of the displacement current needed to resolve the interupt ion

and also removes the primary source of stiffness - the traveling waves.

However solving for the magnetic and tie electric fields becomes more difficult in

this limit. The magnetoinductive model requires knowledge of more information at the

boundaries. Substantial progress has been achieved but difficulties still remain. The

next section de-cribes the magnetoidICtiVe formulation and two different scheryies for

its itnphenietation. Resuilts from testing the nodel are described in) Sect iot Ill. The

pritiary probln,,ciC c miontered relate to the specification and or convergence of' boundary
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V.B ( , (1)

V. - (2)

V x B jf+ -OELlat = OfT, (3)
C

2

V X ET= -aiB/at, (4)

where the transverse and longitudinal fields by definition satisfy

V T- T 0,

V E -L = 0.

This set of equations automatically satisfies the charge continuity equation

rap/dt + V. f 0.

The field equations in the magnetoinductive model differ only in the neglect of the partial
time derivative of the transverse electric field in equation 3 from the full set of Maxwell's

equations.

The solution for the transverse electric fields proves to be the most difficult task for

the implementation of this model. An explicit time differencing of Faraday's law leads to

violent numerical instabilities. This time differencing tries to propagate information at a

finite speed which is inconsistent with the instantaneous Darwin model. The magnetic

field is eliminated between equations 3 and 4 to obtain

V~k, = AO a (5

where for nonrelativistic particles of species a:

at _ EoW0+ M J-a x B-qaV.Val (6)

and where
W = <n~f >.

Inspection of equation 6 exhibits the difficulty in solving for the transverse electric field.

The time derivative of the current is also a function of the transverse electric field that we

are trying to solve. The combination of equations 5 and 6 yields an equation of the form.

[29T = i )ET + Ao (7)

It is imporLant to notice that equation 7 features a vector decompostion on the right hand

side of the equation. This vector decomposition is analytically performed by a volume

irtegration of the vector (c.f. Jackson 2 ). Equation 7 forms an integrodifferential equation

that is very difficult to solve directly. Instead we resort to iterative methods.
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A standard way of solving equation 7 suggested by Nielson and Lewis 3 incorporates
the subtraction of a constant times ET from both sides. This constant is chosen as some
mean value of the term multiplying ET on the right side of equation 7.

(2 (W,() [ ~2 )~ +o] 8

where c2 is a constant. An iterative procedure is followed in which the previous iteration

value of 9T is used on the right hand side of equation 8 to find the current iteration value
of Er. The transverse projection in equation 8 is performed with the aid of the continuity
equation in the following way:

o- f _o 2pV.i- - - = CoV (9)

at at2

whence

(&J at (10)

T

Boundary conditions on the second time derivative of 4 must be specified. This proves
difficult for an arbitrary configuration. This scheme can have problems converging if there
are large variations in w2(x) caused by large density gradients.

As suggested by Boyd and Hewett 4 , an alternative formulation to equation 8 solves
the equation

(at

with

~ET -VX.

Replacement of ET by + + Vx in equation 7 gives

[v2 X V'+ 1 = , (12)

with
*V 2 X = V..

The transverse projection is performed on the quantity to obtain ET in this scheme. An
* elliptic equation is solved for X to There exists a great deal of freedom in specifying the

boundary conditions for X. Boundary conditions on are determined by the boundary

conditions on ET and on the first and second derivatives of X normal to the boundary. A
disadvantage is that the boundary conditions om are changed with each iteration.
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III. Tests

The magnetoinducti-:e code that has been developed is benchmarked in a series of tests
described in this section. The first such test which directly compares the two schemes is
presented first. An initially quasineutral plasma with an equal number of protons and
electrons is placed in a box. The box is positioned in an azimuthally symmetric cylin-
drical geometry. The walls of the box are assumed to be conducting and are set to zero
potential. Particles within the box elastically rebound off the walls. There are not any
external sources of energy so there should not be any energy flow in or out of box. The
plasma is initialized in an equilibrium configuration where the plasma density is uniform
and the electron and ion temperatures are equal and constant. For the test presented
here the plasma is placed in the center half of the box with vacuum in the remainder as
approximately shown in Fig. 1. The inner box radius is 2.5 cm and and the outer radius
is 5.0 cm. The box is 10.0 cm long in the z-direction. The grid is 20 cells by 20 cells. The
plasma is assigned a temperature of I keV and the plasma density is 1.0 x 1012 cm - 3 .

The time step is 4.0 x 10- 12 seconds.
The results from Nielson and Lewis scheme are physically reasonable. The simulation

is followed forward in time for 2.0 ns. Electrons expand faster into the vacuum region
because their thermal velocities are larger. Local charge imbalances are created with a
negative charge density occurring in what was originally the vacuum and a positive charge
density occurring in the main body of the plasma. The contours of the electrostatic
potential in Fig. 2 highlight this behavior. The maximum of the electric potential is in
the same range as the plasma temperature. It is unlikely that potentials much larger than
the temperature would become established since the plasma is initialized in a thermal
equilibrium. Towards the beginning as electrons stream out of the plasma, a current
towards both walls of constant z builds up. This creates a buildup of magnetic flux. Later
in time, electrons that hit the wall are reflected reversing their direction of motion. As
these electrons come counterstreaming back, the net current starts decreasing and the
magnetic flux decreases. This decrease in the magnetic flux is seen in the plot ETr in Fig.
2. Considering the coarseness of the grid, it is seen in Fig. 3 that energy is quite well
conserved increasing by only 0.7% over the length of the run. In runs where the plasma
completely filled the computational volume and the other parameters remained constant,
energy is conserved to 0.2%.

In contrast the formulation of Boyd and lewett was unstable quickly and stopped
after a few tens of time steps. The results in Fig's. 4 and 5 show informations after 10
time steps or .04 ns. In Fig. 4, the plots of the electrostatic potential have the wrong
sign in the vacuum and plasma regions. 'The maximum value of 30 kilovolts is much
larger than what is expected. Similarly the maximum value of the transverse electric
field is much larger. As can be seen from Fig. 5 the conservation of energy is badly
degraded in this example after the simulation has progressed forwards only 10 time steps.
This scheme is clearly unaceptable for this particular problem. It should be mentioned
that this is probably the worst type of problem for this scheme. Its worst failing is that
the boundary conditions for the auxiliary function X are changed with each iteration of
the solution. In this case the fields have random character that are determined by the
motion of the particles. The fluctuations leave ET having a spiky and random character
that can change considerably from time step to time step. The iterative procedure has a
great deal of difficulty in converging the boundary conditions in those circumstances. This
technique is probably suitable in a situation where external conditions primarily determine
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Figure 1. Plasma initally occupies hialf of a metallic box set to zero potential in an
axisymmetric cylindrical geometry.
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The current can be determined by eliminating the magnetic field from Eq's 15a and 16 to
get,

a I,,(z, t) _2 ir co ad0

az In(A) at'
which has the solution

t) 2 ir co (z, - z) 490(17
Ia~az~t)In(Q) at L (7

where IL is the current flowing through the resistor. Thereby B69 is given by

B2 7irr r 02In(A) at (8

Lastly the solution for the transverse part of the electric field is given by the z-
component of Faraday's Law with equation 18:

aETr P ~O alL + Z, - Z) (92 0
az 27r r at r rc2 In( k) at 2

Since the load is assumed to be purely resistive, we have as a boundary condition at the
load side

ETr(r,zi,t) = 0.

Integrate once with respect to z with the above boundary condition to get

goi--Z-a (z1 - zJ)2  a 2 6
Er (r,z, t) 27 r at 2" r c2 ( ) a (19

Trhe agreement between the analytic soltions given by Eq's 18 and 1M and the code results
is excellent as can be seen in Fig. 7. 'rhe results in Fig. 7 were obtained with a 20 x20
grid. T his test demonstrates that the routines that solve for the electric and magnetic
fields are working quite well.

The next test concentrates on the part ic!e tnotion and emission. The results from the
0In ii hioj are rornpared withI the one-d imiensional ( hi 1(- Langmuir diode in an electro-

sttc.ronrelat ivist ic limnit. The geortnet rv for this test is shown in Fig. 8. The magnetic
fiel I' d 'I hie iniduct ive electric field are removed from the simulation. The only field that
etfe( ts particle mnot ion is t he elect rost at ic electric field. A positive potential is placed on t he
op plate with respect to the 1)01tomn plate. Electrons are emitted from the bottom plate

arnd travel to the top plate where they are absorbed. It should he mentioned that for this
tes;t ele( i ron emnis,-sion iq radlial arid the equiat ions presented here for the Child- Langmuir

n ele' ini a ( artes.ian Kefomel r v. H owever if' t he di harge iM radius from t he bottorn to the top
i, mrall ( ripared to the average radius. lhe erilissiori sRhould be approximately Cartesian.

1.t Tofu flow frmnr the hot tomn plate 1% 1eresured to he space-c harge limited.
.[he ( 'h~id- I.angrru'ur diode, find-s It- %tat li'tar% solutions when electrons. are awqsuimed

to Ii ho 1 d. fitiii empe~ui~rat ure* eff.ef ti are, ignored. Thle voltage V( ) of the top plate with
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Figure 8. Configuration for testing Child-Langmuir emission.
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that dampens the instability. This approach may be useful in achieving a time stationary
solution but would not be realistic enough to follow the time evolution of a problem.
The magnetostatic code ELECTRA is probably more suitable for these applications. The
next steps are to include more realistic circuit models. These would be added first to an
electrostatic code and subsequently implemented in magnetostatic and magnetoinductive
codes.

IV. Summary and Expected Applications

The magnetoinductive formulation is promising in the amount of physics that is in-
cluded while not being restricted to resolving propagation of light waves. Practical im-
plementation has proved to be difficult. All of the various pieces of the code have passed
benchmark tests. The primary difficulty lies in trying to specify the boundary condi-
tions. Two different schemes have been examined for performing the iterative solution
on the transverse electric field. The Nielson and Lewis scheme is preferred but requires
specification of the potential associated with t,,e longitudinal electric field and its first-
and second-order time derivatives. This is not an easy task in an arbitrary configuration.
The Boyd and Hewett scheme requires less information on the boundaries but has more
problems converging when the transverse electric field is not sufficiently smooth at the
boundaries. The utility of the magneoinductive formulation depends on the particular
application.

The initial applications of the magnetoinductive codes are aimed towards the fast
opening switches crucial to inductive energy storage schemes. These will emphasize looking
at important pieces of the problem in a simpler configuration. One such application is to
examine the role microinstabilities play in the current conduction phase of PEOS. Another
is to implement different models of particle emission and investigate how these different
models effect current conduction throught the sheath. It may also be used to examine the
reflex switch.
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Numerical Models of Bremsstrahling Diodes

Much effort in collaboration with Berkeley Research Associates during the past year
has been aimed at improvements in modeling Brenisstrahlung diodes. Brenisstrahliing
diodes are the most common x-ray source in use today. Although their spectrum is some-
what harder than that &'sired bN many users, their simplicity and reliability as a radiation
source has made them popular. The trend has been for x-ray source users I ) demand longer
pulses and higher overall dose over a broader area while maintaining acceptable uniformity.
This trend has pushed present diode designs to their limits leaving their performance in
this regime somewhat uncertain.

The technical issues that arise in this new diode performance regime are similar to
those that have arisen in the past. In particular, diode design requires a detailed picture of
electron flow from the cathode to the converter as well as global electrical characteristics
such aimpe(lance. In addition to these issues, the longer pulse times bring other effects
into consideration such as gap closure from plasma formation at the cathode and anode
wa Ills.

In cases where theoretical support of diode design has been helpful, the results have
conie mainly from electromagnetic particle- in-celI (PIC) simulations. Such simulations
follow tile t rajectories of representative electrons while advancing the elect roinagnet ic field
equations on a grid of cells in a way that is consistent with the currents created by the
electrons theniselves. tTnfortunately, such techniques have also encountered limitations as

pulse times have become longer. Technically to advance the electromagnetic field sta ly,
wth timestep must be substantially smaller than the time it takes for a light wave to cross

a cell in the calculation. In low- impedance diodes where the gap spacing is a centimeter
or less and at least ten or twenty cells are needed to span the gap this would require
sub-picosecond t irnesteps. With pulse times of indreds of nanoseconds. the nuimber of
tiiesteps for a complete simulation could run into the millions. This kind of nunieri-

cal difficulty in which timescales that must be resolved are very far apart is known as
"s t i ftless".

Anionig the ainis of our current research is to find useful nuiierical techniques ior
diode rnodeling that xvill work for these longer pulse-lengtihs. III simnilar circunistaL:ces
where very fast linrescales interfere with the slower titnescales of interest, two general
strategies are used. The first is to try a reduced physical description, viz. a siipler form
of the governing eq,,ations in which the fast tiiescale is absent. 1' he ma gietoin duc ive
niodel andl the steady state model, Electra, are exaniples of this appiroach Th11 second
st rategy is to inid other nriiiericaI formulat ions of t Ie corIIplete eq IIa I Ol I nl which ;'-1

oscillations are slablY damped away when the t imnesteps are tro large io resolve iili.
This approach is being investigate(] as vell.

Steady state diode calctilations and deveiopmlt of ELECTRA

The long pul se lengt hs of interest in trany applicat ions often neai t hat tIhe power flow
in the d1iode has reached a steady state. Even in circurrirstances where hrs is not prec'iselY
true, the steady state or equilibriuni picture of tile diode represents tihe maini tren(d iin its

behavior and provides insight that can be exploited iII future designs. The electromagnetic
field equations appropriate to stationary charge (list ributions and currents are simply:

2
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Poisson's Equation, and

Ampere's Law, with
E - VO and 7 -B 0.

Here E is the electric field, and B is the magnetic induct ion, e) Is the static potent ial,
* J is the current dlensity and p is the charge density. These field equations can he nisee as

thebaisof prtcl-in-cell simulation in wich thle particles are moved a tirnestep anid

then the charge and current distribut ior are formted front tbein anid taken as stall(e for
the purpose of calculating the fields. Assiing a sufficient numbrier of lt irnesteps anld tilt,
existence of a steady state. the currents and charge dist ribut lois Indeed becomre lv ad %
enough for the static field assumption to be valid.

The static field assiiinpt ion offers two ad vatiltages inl 1w( preserit a pp iC atl(01 en iMC
* electromagnetic wavesd(1 not exist in the static limit, there is no tinestep cont qraint ari'.ing

front them. Wt i Ic accu racy dernands that t he particles t hemrselves niot mrove mnore thani a
cell per tiMestep, this is a Milder lim-it ation. Secondly, since tire ;lead.% state solit ion Is Ilite

ai in of thle calc ulat ion and because thre jpeclfio: intermtediatIe states arc niot ( ric a Io lie
attainmntt of a soluition. anN expedient iisiitre taken to speed corie'rgeriet to eqitilirur
is allowedl. InI short. it shouild be p)ossile~( to arriv at at steadyN state s(holIn i far ffe %cr
timlesteps uising thle static equations than bYus ing tire full set of Maxwell's eqIilt OWN

Simuirlat ions basedl onl static field eqiuat ions have been uised in thet past at thle Nw~al
Resea rch Laboratory. Sa ndlia N ation a La borat orY andl elsew here. 'IheY rep resent sonre' of
thle earliest attempt s at dliode miodeliing: e.g. tire lDlOI)121) code at NHT heY are nrot
comnmon t oday for, two reasons: t he high-i ni peda rice, short pti Ie diodes cal rihe r11iceeeled
wiN~t It thfe miore comnp let e elect roniaget ic slrmilat is: arid t here is io( generalI putrpose easilIN
Used stat ic code available to thre piulsed powver corn nun ii t a5s I lite c ase' Oitlie fli l l.
elect romiagnet ic codles (e.g. NIA( ; 1. MIASK).

Berkeley Research Associates in collaboration with NII has rev i ed tilhe eqilli-i ri i i

diode code for long pul se di ode a ppl icat ions. K~LECT1R A is tit hena rie of t he neW coedc
produrced und(er t his effort a nid t est versions hiave been in a p plicat ion over tihe p~ast six

tmnt hs. 1KLAE(TIA has featurres inl COrniioni i"th lte old I)IOI)121) code once iser: at
NI? L. ItI is a t wo-dirnen~sionail sirlun attori In r, ali / a lowing it node and1 (a lt'v Ilialet t()

le)e re p resent ed as int ernalt si ritct it res coniflorrialI to (Iit e gild

S"in1Iple field emiUssion algorithms are, lased onl (Gauss* kmtx . othI 1KII(-TI? .\ inde

lDlOl'l'21) have simiple foil converter inodlels for reflex diodes. ~IlA'TI? . howuetr, Ila"

ria nv i ntprovernen is over the( older code.
ELE('TIA. is based oil opt iiied fhue (lilffennie field-solvers rat her t hart Fl'oil-rr

rari-sforrin met hods. Particle rtot iou is recferred to a "grid-based" coordinate system rat her
han act ual phYsical coordinates. This cominrat ion permits niorinriforrrr gi ilddirg iii eithter

coordinate withI arbitrary spacing.

The magnetic field calculation inl ELE(i'll A canl be based cithter onl instantaneous or
timne-average1 current distributions which can speed convergence to steady state.

Improved particle movers are incorporated into ELE( 'TIA. One option allows
iyitesteps much larger than the cyclotron period (QL~t -' 1). The inet bode uises a magnetic

moment correction which is inoperative when Q~ -_ 1, but produrces the correct E -B
(drifts when P1At --, . This improvement allows simulation of pinch-beam diodes without
titiestep limitations imposed by the gyrofrequency.
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Inverse Reflex Diode application.

ihe t tir application of the prototype ELECTRA early this year was to the Inverse
Rtf.\ I)iode . Figure I below illustrates a typical design with the electron flow channeled
A10,ng thR axi; and then directed outward in radius. This is distinct from the pinch beam
,ilif- IIn %hich the power density increases with decreasing radius. The inverse diodes
ria , been ',liggested as a benign load for pulsed power experiments as well as an advanced
Solrx,rtt'r design for broad area illumination. Simulations with ELECTRA confirmed the
t 7dt,'ri'x of ion emirssion to complicate and sometimes spoil the diode's performance as

1 p( , ted after preliminary experiments. ELECTRA provided the asymptotic state
,,f he iode giving insight into its dynamical behavior. Because of its flexibility over the
ol)der 1 atK (des. several designs could be simulated in a short time.

Blackjack ring diode shnulations

'h Nek demands of pulsed power include higher dose as well as better dose unifor-
rmty. One successful diode design in this regard has been the modular ring diodes on tlhe
Blackjack simulator at Maxwell Laboratories. A schematic representation of the diode as
e en from the back is shown in figure 2. In this design the electric pulse from the generalor

foll,, the posts located around the ring through a hole in the anode to the azimuthallv
iticnt ric ring cathode. The cathode is notched as shown in cross section (figure 3) pro-

ducing t% o electron beams. These beams impinge on the anode and the return paths

divide according to the inductance of the transmission line producing current above and
below the beams. '[le magnetic field pressure produced on the sides of the beams forces
pinching toward the center of the anode.

The virtue of modular ring diodes lies in the ability to place rings concentrically wit hin
other rings to form arrays. Such an array offers higher dose than a single converter. SeveraI

technicil issues remain before this design can be exploited to the fullest advantage. ; i

simple questions arise for which simulations may give answers. For example, what at, ',

differentes between the electron flow in rings at small radii versus those at larger ra,l

Or put another way, how critical is the ring geometry as a function of radius" I'o a'

arrays to work well each ring must perform properly. The basic electrical propert it .0'
rings (e.g. impedance) must also be well understood so that circuit models for h.l

diode arrays will be accurate. At present the closest packing of ring diod - M ra,i l'
about 10 cm. Designers would like to pack diodes closer to provide 1. t(ter ii(ll,
one needs to know how close the anode can come to the cathode fhank ,cforo "

insulation breaks down. Another question: how thin can the cathode he r1,1J
close can the beams be brought together) without affecting perform;IanTI

We have begun to use ELECTRA to answer some of t hese ,ie ,, •

preliminary run is shown below in figure 4. Here we seeelectr m- ,' ',or'

ring cathode and pinching at the anode. Such plausible r T-I,., ' , .*
encouraging is the small amotint of cormpul r t irii ( Ies .

785 at NH 14)needed to obtain the .olitlion. tlerkl, 1 ...
this study in collaboration with lBranch 1720, N Ni

Lahorate-ries. Voe hope to be ohle, to , . , -Vo
results to help improve this co v, * ,

4 1 f ' , -I
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cross section of ring diode
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Effect of pulse sharpening on Imploding neon Z-pinch plasmas
S. J. Stephanakis, J. P. Apruzese, P. G. Burkhalter, J. Davis, R. A. Meger,
S. W. McDonald,al G. Mehlman,b) P. F. Ottinger, and F. C. Young
Naval Research Laboratory. Washington. DC 20375

(Received 24 October 1985; accepted for publication 4 February 1986)

The radial implosion of hollow, cylindrical neon gas columns, driven by currents of up to 1.45
MA, produces a linear Z pinch with over 70% of the radiation in neon K lines. A plasma erosion
opening switch (PEOS) is used to eliminate prepulse and to reduce the current rise time from
-60 to - 20 ns. Incorporation of the PEOS improves the uniformity of the Z pinch and increases
the radiation yield.

Pulsed power generators have been used since the early measured as a function of plenum pressure for five driving
1970's to implode cylindrical plasma columns for the pro- current levels with no PEOS I Fig. 2 (a)]. The curves are
duction of hot, dense Z pinches. This research has evolved upper bounds of the data scatter for each current indicated.
from the explosion/implosion of a single wire,' to the implo- Typically a + 0%, - 20% uncertainty applies to each
sion of cylindrical arrays of wires' and annular gas jets.' In curve due to shot-to-shot variations in the peak current and
this letter, we present the first published experimental re- for gas-puff variations due to nozzle degradation in repeated
suits on the implosion of annular neon gas jets, both with and shots. For each driving current, the yield peaked at a mass
without the incorporation of a plasma erosion opening per unit length (m) estimated by thin shell calculations 7 to
switch (PEOS)' to modify the driving current shape. vary between - 15 and 45 pg/cm at the lowest and highest

The Naval Research Laboratory's Gamble II generator currents, respectively. On some shots, an unfiltered bolom-
can deliver up to 2 TW of electrical power to a 2-fl load in 60 eter6 was employed simultaneously with the filtered diag-
ns. In the experiments described here, up to 1.45 MA was nostics. These measurements indicate a production effi-
delivered to a - 50 nH gas-puff load prior to implosion with ciency of K-shell radiation which exceeds 70% of the total
no PEOS [Fig. 1 (a) 1. Slightly over I MA was delivered to radiated energy. Figure 2(b) shows a plot of the five peak
85-nH load when the PEOS was used [Fig. l(b)]. An annu- yields from Fig. 2(a) as a function of mass and peak current
lar gas puff, 2.5 cm in mean diameter, was formed with a gas (I). The strong scaling ( YCC I' C M2) indicated, is consistent
injection system and supersonic nozzle provided by Physics with I-D slug model calculations7 and results from other
International Company.' The neon gas was preionized with laboratories.'
a UV flashboard source a few ps before the current pulse. A X-ray yield measurements versus pressure are more dif-
thin wire mesh anode, 4 cm from the nozzle, allowed the gas ficult with the PEOS since both the shape and magnitude of
to flow into a dump tube. The current returned via metallic the current depend critically on the injected PEOS plasma
posts at a diameter of 7 cm allowing 90" diagnostic viewing, flux and on the timing of plasma injection relative to current
Figure 1 (a) shows the current with no PEOS and the result- arrival. Shot-to-shot variations in these quantities lead to
ing neon K-shell radiation pulse obtained with a filtered x- load currents of different shapes and amplitudes, thus inhi-
ray diode. The delay of the x rays relative to the current biting the systematic variation of gas-puff pressure at a near-
onset is 110 ns. The equivalent current and x-ray traces with ly constant load current. This problem is particularly acute
a PEOS are shown in Fig. 1 (b). The rise time of this current due to the strong dependence of K-shell radiation on current
is only 20 ns. The delay of the x rays relative to the current is and mass. Nevertheless, K-shell yields have been measured
the same as in Fig. I (a). Thus, the time required to implode with the PEOS for a range of current valves and the results
the plasma is approximately the same with and without the are shown in Fig. 3. Each solid dot represents a shot with the
PEOS. PEOS ignoring the mass or the exact shape of the current

The PEOS technology utilized is a recent development For all these shots, the current rose in 10-30 ns, significantly
and is the subject of ongoing research.' Suffice to say that the less than the 60-ns rise time without the PFOS. These data
PEOS initially serves as a short circuit to the generator pulse. are compared to the optimum results without the PEOS,
When the switch current reaches a predetermined value, it represented by the solid curve. In general, yields with the
rapidly opens diverting the current to the load. PEOS are higher than the optimum yields without the PEOS

Absolute x-ray yields were measured with filtered x-ray at a given current. Some shots show an increase in yield of as
diodes, tantalum-foil calorimeters, bolometers,' and curved much as a factor of 2.5 (dashed line).
crystal spectrographs. Total yields of neon K-shell radiation Images of total K-shell emission, obtained with time-
(near I keV) measured with these diagnostics were consis- integrated pinhole photography and with spatially resolved
tent among themselves to within -t 15%. These yields were x-ray spectroscopy,' show qualitative differences with ver-

sus without the PEOS (Fig. 4). They show the Z pinch to be
"'Permanent address Uni~er',ts off Maryland, College Park. M4f 20l7.i

"Permanent addres SaLls/Fteeman Assoxiates. Inc I ando er. MD more uniform axially and tighter radially when the PEOS is
20795 used. For example, the image is partially obscured by one of
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FIG. I Arrangement of the ga puff on Gamble 11 (a) without the PEOS and (b) with the PEOS. Load current and K shell x-ray tracesare shown for each
case.

T -T ------- the return-current rods without the PEIS while it is fullyF visible with the PEOS. Although the sausagelike character
I "4-45MA- of the pinch is still evident in the latter, plasma flaring is less

severe and is superimposed on an intense core < 4 mm inl
diameter which is reasonably constant along the z axis. The

z 31-
z axial uniformity of the pinch cannot be easily judged in these

-- I 34MA photographs due to overexposure. However, spe ctral lines,

2-25MA spatially resolved along the pinch axis, clearly show a de-
crease in intensity from the cathode to the anode in the non-

/ I I4MAPEOS case. In addition, the line intensity ratio varies notice-
C9- '4MA ably along the axis. The Ly-cz/He-a ratio decreases from

-I-- -0.9 at the cathode to -0.2, 2 cm from the cathode. In
U in 20 30 40 50 60 70 s0 90 contrast, for the PEOS case, the line intensities are nearly

l, PLENUM PRESSURE lpsA4) constant along the pinch axis and the ratio, Ly-a/He-a, is
PLENUM PRESSURE (psiA) 1. 1 along the length of the pinch. A collisional radiative

20 40 60 80100
-0 equilibrium (CRE) model"0 was used to estimate the plas-

E8r y( 14 ma parameters consistently with the experimental results.
Y cc 151 / Y The model matched the average Ly-a/He-a ratios, radiation

/ ~ -times, and total yields observed experimentally but failed to

p~ 5. 2 UPTIMUM /
YIELD /

- - I~~'* ** * OPTIMUM YIELD
- PIRS W/O

7 t * PLASMA OPENING
/u il I/ SWITCHES

z

(2 04 06081to 20 05 06 07 08 09 10 1 1 12 13 14
PE1AK< LOAD CURRENT (MA) PFAI OAD CiIRPENT IMA)

FI Neon A-%hell yields measured without the PLO05 I a IYIeld vsgas- FIG INeon A-shell yields witI hIhe Pl- IS a% a function of reak load cur-
pulf plenum poressure for differenrt peak load current% and (b) peak yieldl rent The solid curvesi the optlrtium rld1 %tilwiji the P1105 scaled as V'
svalrg ith~ pecak load current dnid plenum press ure The dashed curve 1s 2 S times the s,,l#d (jrve
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WITH PEOS WITHOUT PEOS by reducing the current rise time with a PEOS. Use of a
PEOS also improves pinch quality in the radial direction and
its axial uniformity. We speculate that the elimination of the
early pan of the current with the PEOS, limits the growth

_______________ __________ time of instabilities resulting in a more orderly collapse of the
09 cylindrical plasma on axis.
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